
Room 1 - Brainstorm Challenge Call & ERA-NET

Brainstorm Questions

What could be the format of

the Challenge call?

What make a call topic

suitable for a Challenge call?

What requirements for

successful evaluation

campaigns?

Part I - Solo Brainstorm - 10 Minutes

Dry-run

campaign +

at least 2

evaluation

compaigns

Part II - Group Brainstorm - 20 Minutes

Ideally, one

cycle = one

year

Make funding

not dependent

on the results,

only good-faith

participation

Important to have

specialised/dedicated

team to run evluation

ccampaign

A 3/4 year

challenge with

yearly campaigns

and several open

collaborative

meetings in

between. 

At least 4 years,

even if it doesn't

start immediatly,

so that PhDs can

be financed

cooperation

between

teams

important

Hw to

organize

selection of

teams to

participate?

Regular

meetings for

reporting

organizers <--

> funders

For an N years

challenge have

N-1 evaluation

campaigns.

Task difficulty

level is around

TRL 3-4, e.g.

exists in labs but

not at scale yet

Make sure that

the level of

maturity of each

participant will be

quite the same

Task is

defined and

evaluatable,

even if it can

be refined

Systems should

already exist in

order to validate

the evaluation

plan (dry-run)

the organisers

will need to

have

measurable

data to use as

reference data

Having clear

metrices to

compare

teams

Topics that

integrate strategic

synergies with

Horizon Europe /

UN sustainable

development

goals.

AI and

robotics

seems

suitable

Time for the

organisational group

to prepare before the

participants start, in

particular annotation

guides and first data

Multiple sub-tasks is

a plus, because

some teams will be

better than others

on different parts

and they then share

experiences

Funders should be

interested by the

topic so that they

can supervise

whether the

consortiums are

working correctly

create

cooperation

spirit

See lessons

from the

talks.

encourage the

participants to

share their

data and tools

Physical

meeeting

Learning

effect

dissemination

and

communication

actions

If possible ask

participants to

archive their

systems for

progress tests

a well

described

and written

call

organisational

team  = trusted

third party

Part III - Vote

Practice Area


